TRAV gene segments further away from the TRAJ gene segment cluster appear more commonly in human tumor and blood samples.
We considered the possibility that the greater the distance between an immune receptor V and J, the more likely the V usage. Such a hypothesis is supported by results from mouse experiments. And, such a hypothesis is consistent with the fundamental nature of recombination and genomic distance: the further the distance, the greater the chance of a DNA break. Thus, we exploited the vast dataset of V and J recombination reads available for the human TRA gene, particularly from cancer and blood specimens, to assess the frequency of TRAV usage with respect to distance from the TRAJ cluster. Results indicated that, indeed, over the entire TRAV cluster, there is a greater chance of V usage the further the distance from the J cluster. These results do not address causation, and are not consistent for certain individual V gene segments, but the results do indicate that overall, the larger the distance between the V and J gene segment cluster, the more likely the appearance of at least a subset of TRAV segments, particularly among tumor infiltrating lymphocytes. With a similar approach, the distal TRAV gene segments were also found to be more commonly associated with a subset of distal TRAJ segments. These results have implications for restrictions on the apparent TRA repertoire in disease settings.